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    The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment]The mayors of unified authorities hold enormous powers including those that affect commercial vehicle movements and new build development. With Editor John Roper unwell, Brian Shillibeer looks at how mayors of different political persuasions might be good or bad for the window industry.


 







    Marketing - On the back of a Fiat
[image: Marketing - On the back of a Fiat]Purplex was formed twenty years ago by current MD Andrew Scott with a ambition, a computer an old Fiat. He reflects on the company’s journey over two decades and how constant innovation and investment in people has paid off – even in challenging times.
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    Cover Story – Paved with Jade
[image: Cover Story – Paved with Jade]Nominating staff to join our main technical committee is often the starting point for each individual to gain active hands-on involvement in the Council for Aluminium in Building, writes Phil Slinger. The committee meets in the spring, early summer and autumn.


 







    CAB Column – A letter from the CEO
[image: CAB Column – A letter from the CEO]The Council for Aluminium in Building is 30 years strong this year and continues to support the use of aluminium in construction across the supply chain. I am looking forward to leading the organisation, writes CEO-elect, Nigel Headford.


 







    Starting with A&B
[image: Starting with A&B]A decision by A&B Glass to invest in machinery from Stürtz and Stuga represents a move towards elevating its operational efficiency and ensuring consistent high-quality products and reflects a commitment to optimising manufacturing processes.


 







    A tour round the bend
[image: A tour round the bend]Sheerline’s has installed a £270,000 profile bending machine and is offering a new specialist profile bending service, enabling fabricators to order perfectly arched, curved and round windows, writes technical production director, Ross Hartshorn.


 







    Like fraternal twins
[image: Like fraternal twins]Energy efficiency and sustainability are often seen as the two sides of the same coin with both being flagged by homeowners as key when buying new windows and doors. Sternfenster’s MD Mike Parczuk talked to The Fabricator’s Ed Humphreys.
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        Hurst Doors has announced the launch of the Harmony Glass Collection, a new range of handcrafted glasses which is available in selected door panel and composite door styles.


The collection features on-trend geometric designs which are sandblasted onto both faces of the double-glazed unit, the pattern of one face shown in the reverse of the other. The end result is a 3D effect when the designs are viewed at different angles.


 



 “The skill of our designers in creating these glass styles certainly shines through, a real Hurst USP, that we strongly believe will help our customers close more door sales.”


– Hayley Barker 


Marketing Manager, Hurst Doors




 


Privacy


As well as adding flair to any contemporary home, the Harmony Glass Collection ensures a high level of privacy whilst maximising the amount of natural light that is able to flood through the panes and brighten up homes.


Barker continued: “The Harmony Glass Collection is the result of research into current home interior trends and we’ve noticed a steady growth in homeowners choosing geometric patterns.


“We always strive to innovate and being able to do so in-house utilising our new sandblasting machine has been a really rewarding experience."


 


Brochure


Fabricators and installers interested in seeing more of these designs can request a free physical copy of the Hurst PVC and Composite door brochures. These brochures are also available to view and download online from the Hurst Doors website.


Picture: The Harmony Glass Collection.


www.hurstdoors.co.uk


 

        Article written by Cathryn Ellis
17th February 2020
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                            Style, Content And Vision - Brochures For Every Residence

                            The consumer brochures for The Residence Collection, which includes R2, R7, R9 and RD (Residence Doors), have all been recently updated with style, content...
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                            Door Opens On New Customer Support Portal

                            Hurst Doors’ new ‘Your Hurst’ online customer support package, created in partnership with The Consultancy, is on track to achieve...
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                            DoorCo’s edition two of its brochure for the 'Original' composite door is now available in print and online. The latest edition includes...
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                            Shepley has launched a fresh new website to showcase the complete Visage retail product range including Rehau PVC-U windows and doors, Vuelta Flush sash...
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                            Summer Nights Turn To Spring Watch

                            Epwin Window Systems has published a 16-page brochure for the Stellar lift and slide door. The new brochure is aimed at both homeowners and installers. As...
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                            You can't knock home owners who want the knocker on their new front door to make a statement. Endurance Doors now come with an option to include...
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                            In The Pink - Social Media Platforms Set Coloured Door Trends

                            An emerging trend for pink doors has gathered huge traction during lockdown thanks to social media and platforms such as Instagram and Pinterest.

These...
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                            Welcome Home, Come On In And Shut The Coloured Door 

                            Homeowners like the idea of boosting their home’s kerb appeal. Going for a fun, bold front door is a sure way of standing out from the crowd and...
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                            524 - Decorative Glass Additions

                            Doorco has expanded its door glass offering with the launch of the new Decorative Glass Additions range. The 2020 glass range now gives customers 524 stock...
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                            Jacking Up Amount Of Warehouse Space

                            Commercial aluminium specialist Jack Aluminium has doubled its warehouse capacity with the purchase of a new factory.

The investment is a result of...
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                            Consumer Website Promises Increased Leads

                            AluK customers can expect an increase in the number of retail leads generated by the systems company thanks to the launch of the new AluK Home...
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                            Hayley Barker of Hurst Doors says those selling their house are looking to make affordable changes to the kerb appeal of their homes that might make the...
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                            “Marketing and sales are the scaffolding of our trade partners’ success, supporting the products and services which form the bricks and mortar...
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                            Composite door manufacturer Vista Panels has updated its XtremeDoor brochure to follow homeowner trends with a wide view of colour options including a...
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        Subscribe To Our News Service

        We deliver our headlines via a variety of channels including a regular - guaranteed secure - Email News Service.
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        Advertise With Us

        We have simple, cost-effective advertising plans - take a look at how little it could cost to promote your business.

        Advertise Now 
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        Contact Us

        Got a question or suggestion on how to improve The Fabricator - drop us a line.

        Contact Us 
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